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Accident victim sues coach, local bar
by Mike.Laberge
Staff Writer
University of Maine student inj.s•eA in* bit-enA-rin sr..chient.:in March has filed a
V500,000 lawsuit : against the
sthscWs driver -and a local
restaurant and tsar
• %lark D. St. Pet& 22. of
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity,
•-fded a NUM seeking S2.50,000
.from both John F. Bransfield.
the UMaine diving coach and
Margarita's Restaurant . &
-Watering -Hole Monday in
,
Bangor Superior Court.
March,28. 1987. at •about 1:30
am.. St. • Peter was alking
along, College Avenue with a
group of friends when he was
struck by Bransficki. driving a
1970 Ford Torino,
St Peter %uttered multiple en-

.ternal injuries, inCTuding. a
bmken leg. extensise knee injuries. and internal bleeding.
The •suit alleges that
Bransfield fled the scene
without making himself•known
and was sisibty intoxicated at
the time,
St. Peter is seeking damages
for the severe injuries and mental and physical pain he suf-fered. as well as medical and surgical carehe received after-the accident - Fie also seeks to recover in-,
terest and other costs.
The second half of the suit.
against klarganta's„ alleges that
the bar served alcohol to
Bransfield, a patron there between 11 p.m. March 27 and I
,.a.m. March 28, while he was
visibly intoxicated.
"A% a prosimate result, of

%plot and alcoholic beverages
consumed at the bar, defendant
Bransfield was visibly intoxicated and caused the severe and
permanent injuries to the plaintiff." the suit alleges.

Both Bransfield and the
owners of Margarita's have not
yet responded to the suit.
Stan Bagley, owner of
Margarita's, said . he did not
know much about the suit,

which is being handled by his
attorney, John Ballou of Mitchell & Stearns of Bangor.
Bransfieid could not be
reached for comment.
(see SUIT page 2)

Alumni support
AGE addition
hs stese Roper
Sun Writer
Prompted by Orono fire and safety regulations, an Alpha Garai-,
ma Rho project to replace its kitchen has escalated into a S230.000
'
project.
A4 berrificiariis of a long-standing tradition of alumni support.
AGA—members now live in a house about 13 percent larger.
"Once we started, we figured we might as well go through with
7
:
it, said Matthew Anna,-pees-Whiling the traterriir
meet all the saftey. regulations and the result is we have a much
safer house."
. *(nc contractors) still hasen't finished but it should be done
by homecoming,"
When inspectors from the town of Orono established fire and
safety regulations on construction begun last spring, ideas were
developed to accommodate the new regulations. Annis said. With
new ideas came more regulations and .further adjustments.
Alumni have financed the bulk of the estimated S230,000 addition. which includes a new kitchen with a walk-in refrigerator, six
study spaces. a staircase. !is m& spaces to accommodate six, and
a dinina room.
(see AGR page 2)
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I tid the Jester *eases in and out amoncstudents
during I Maine's celebration of the Constitution's
211111ftbkibds. rmock gathered at the Memorial

I nion to celebrate with hirthdu, cake and ent.rtamment. More on page II
‘anderweide photo

Office gives seminars on
job search skills, resumes

Adrian Sewall said the resume writing, learning inter.
ta-hnigkle writing cover
•
deadline to register for upcont
is Sept. letter,X, job-seeking strategies.
interviews
ing
October
I
finding summer jobs for
22.
Many University of Maine
Interested seniors may:go to undergraduates.
seniors are unaware of the serThe 50:minute seminars are
the Career Planning and Place- vices offered- by Caret`r
mem office(located in the hasp: held in the FEA room in the
mg and Placement, and according to the director of the faciliincnt of Wingate Hall). /to Memorial Union and students
can sign up in the Career Planty, it's "urgent" thai they find
register.
ning and Placement office.
minutes
"It only takes a few
out soon.
to- register," he Said,"and this ' . Sewall said a constant problem the office faces is the
is rhe--time-ter-dait91misconception that it only helps
Accotdiig to Seitaill, the engineering students.
department has already met
"It's a constant battle," he
with individual colleges on
said. "A lot is for_technical_jobs___
ut what people don't know is
night" meetings.
that we have a lot of jobs for
Stan Marshall. director of the
business and liberal arts people
Pulp and Paper Foundation,
'•
too."
said the career planning office.
Rhoads, technical diviBob
is a "real central focal point for
sions director of the College of
And
students
both
Life Sciences and Agriculture,
employers."
said although he. feels they1
aren't as fortunate as the
"The interviews are coming
right up;" Marshall said. "It's-- .--e-tigineering department in job
owortunities, he said it's "exreally important that students
tremely important" • that
are registered. If students aren't,
students seek out the planning
the career planning office can't
office. •
help them."
"I encourage them to start a
Sewall said the facility also,
career file the;; freshman
affers training workshops
year," Rhoads said. "They
-Jesigned to assist students get(career :office) can't do
ting involved with the job
everything for than,!students
search._
Atolls (,entata Ran addition makes the fraiernits's house shout a third larger. (Baer photo(
The workshops include
(see CA RFER page 6)
by Monica Wilcox
Staff Writer
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The night of the accident, eyewitness
discriptions and a partial plate number
:of the vehicle that hit St. Peter led police
to Bransfield.
.Bransfield was arrested at home about
two_ hours after the accident and. no
•
blood alcohol test was taken:.
He was charged with aggravated
assault and leasing the scene . of an
accident.
The charge of leasing the scene of an
accident with bodily injury against
Bransfield was dismissed April 13 after
he agreed to plead guilty to operating
under the influence of intoxicating
liquor—
Assistant District Attorney Michael
•• Roberts was quoted in a Daily Maine
Campus article in .Aoril as saying that

a blood test is- not necessary to pane a.
'charge of OU1; witnesses or a statement
attesting to the sobriety of an indistdual
also can be lased
St. Peter did not want to talk, about
the suit.
He said his .rehabihtation is coming
along slow ly and that he just recently has
been able to stand up.
He wears a brace on each leg, cannot
bend his knees, goes to a therapist three
times a week and works out on his own
twice a week.

'‘Ithough the traternits pays dues to
a national,foundation,.the funding for
the project came exclusively from alumni and active support, Joseph Theroux,
terintY vice president, said.
Members of the fraternity have also
expressed thanks to AGR alumnus Basil
Staples for forwarding $100,000 to the
project in the form of a low-interest loan
Fraternity members are making contributions to the effort through interest
payments on that loan. An original addition to the AGR
house was constructed a generation ago
when a porch' was removed from the
south side of the building. To some
members, these additions — the recent
one and the other in 1.956 — represent

liara

He said it will take a while before be
is fully:recovered.
"it's really iffy." he said. "It coald
:be anywhere from,a year to three or four
years"

BLOOM COUNTY

(continued fro* pay 1)
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a strong deflication to the Lasting ARG
.commitment.
"You itart thinking of what the ftaternity gave you while you were in
school." ALA member Roger Cressey
said.
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New cornputerArtern to make things easier

to the listing ARC

..7.

- Old system," said Jeremy lohnson, who is .alsb
UMaine associate professor of mechanical engineering.
Johnson didn't Arlo* the total cost for the new
but said the UMairie System will be making
machine,
Come mid-O-ctOber, what now takes University of
Maine reiearchers(wet night to compute will take less --monthly payments of more than $30.000 for live years.
(.'Maine President Dale Lick called the new comthan an hour.
puter "a huge step forward for both this university and
The university's computer and data processing serthe system as a whole."
vice, known as CAPS, will replace its two computers
The two current processors, both older IBM models,
with -a new - processor by International Business
will be up for sale although Johnson said he had no
Machines, a move which the computer center's direcidea for how much the university will be able to sell
tor said will about double (Maine's processing
them.
cariacits
Johnson said the new system will be a major factor
in improving the university's research facilities.
"The processor, an IBM 3090-180E-VF. can execute
"(The computer) will enable research to be done on
about 17 million instructions per second, and in some
this campus that has never been -able to be done here
cases it will run programs 50 times faster than on our

by Michael Di Cicco
Staff Writer

ss of what the (tater
;bile you were in
mber Roger ('ressey

1!-Avtgr.

'erne is currently
idabie part-time'
waitresses for its
,tohl ctub
in person
is 810 PM

he said. "It's rust that much bettet at
number crunching."
Peter Sucsy, a UMlaine civil engineering graduate student, has worked with the new computer model at Cor•
nell University in Ithaca, N.Y.
"I'm doing research on the tides in the, Bay of Fundy and my, work had just about come to a halt until
I used the system at Cornell.
"It's like the difference between walking and driving." he said. "Programs that take a few hours to
run on the system we have now only take a minute or
so on the new system."
Johnson said the syntem will facilitate more than half
of the UMaine System's administrative and academic
needs, and act as a hook up for about 1,000 terminals
throughout the state.

before,"
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lrmagimilea. theft*

Forty dollars cash, from room on
second floor of Dunn Hall, between
9:10 p_m. and 11:30 p.m. Sept. 10.
Sign, %Aut. $25, from Lengyel
Gym. between II p.m. Friday and,k
a.m. Satunias
•
Watch. value $350. from Square
Road after owner put it down to play
football, bet`Wren 3 p.m. and 1 p.m.
Sept 10.
ciccer net; salue $40, from soccer
fields, between 4 p.m. Sept. 10 and 4
p.m. Sept. H. Wallet; value $250, from Wirers
stack\ between II:-30 am. and 12:30
Tuesdas.
Bicycle, %aka. 5.100, from Gannett
Hall. between 9 p.m. Sunday-and 6
p m W'ednesday

d beer kimports

oda. grocrm

ater Ave

000000.

am's Florist I

water Ave
TOWN
-7721
k's Special
$2 99/doz.
& Carry I
$12 99/doz.

Portable radio, Naltle $W,from top
of-Coke machine in Stevens Hall
Violation of .02 law
Bt-adleyF Ward. 19. of Old Town.
in Knox Hall lot. midnight Saturday.
Robert T. Warren. 20, of Gardner.
on Grose Street Extension. 1-05 a m
Saturday.
Operettas After suspension
Steven Trachtenberg. 19, of Alpha
Tau omega fraternits, on Munson
Road, 1 3 a m Saturday
• Vandalism
Plant growtn.chambers knocked
iwer. Scientific Research Center. $100
damage, between Sept. 4 and Sept. 10.
C'ar window smashed, skating rink
lot across from Alfond Arena, $125
-- damage, between 7:30 pm. Friday
• and 8 a.m. Saturday.

Car window smashed, vehicle ransacked, skating rink lot. 5100 ifaifiage.
$10 in change taken, between 10 p.m
Friday and 7:30 p.m. Saturday.
Front door broken. Stockier Hall,
$500 damage. 1:50 a.m. Sunday.
Picnic tables broken behind
Wingate Hall. $125 damage, between
2 p.m. Saturday and 7:55 am .
Sunday
ASK-Miras

Vehicle driven by Laurie J.
lenueux, of Fort Fairfield, Maine.
collided with vehicle driven by l loyd
Spurrell, of Alberta, Canada. in
Sievens lot; damage to Lemieux vehicle: $500; damage to Spurrell vehicle,
$300.

Vehicle driven by Kerman Krug, 23.
Of pcdham. Mass., collided with
vehicle driven by Dewey Wyatt. 21. of
Cumberland. Maine, 2.30 p.m.
Wednesday at _intersection of
Squa Pan and 'Munson roads;
damage to Krug vehicle-1l50:
damage to Wyatt ychicte $150Rear quarterpanel of car kicked in,
Memorial Gym lot, $100 damage,
between 8:30 p.m. Siturdas and 2:15
p.m. Sunday.
Left headlight of Honda Civic
broken, Steam Plant lot, $35 damage.
between 9 a.m. and .L.55 pan._
Monday.
Hood of car damaged by sneaker
tracks, Memorial Gym lot, $500
damage, between 7 gun..Sunday and
•
•
noon Monday..

.............L•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,
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Magazine
--11.1::T." author eoming to Ullaine
In acklition.to directing and
supers twig the "Cloud 9"
presentation,
Clarke will also be assisting
Kotissinkle noted' ,
in the production -of his own
author of Steven Spielberg's
petie winning plas:The Lady
."Extraterrestrrat",, is corning to • and the Gypsy\"which will
the Unisersity of Maine
run from Nos. 1R-2I in Hauck
to cast and dirt-ct his new play.
Auditorium.
"Herr Nightingale and the-Satin
Cfrus said:hat basing Clark
Wiiman7
and Pilot/winkle on campus will
S::hesiuled to'begin Oct. :!'9, be a very positive influence on
,
therwrimeriterformantesof the students working within the
oils arc only part of the Maine department, this year. =
-"It will prosidea little more
` 'Masque Theater'S opening
Ration." he said.
MN
, season which will also feature'
the work of sisitingaward
Both playwrights, who Cyrus
rung pflywnght Lcrov Clark. 4 described as "highly talented
I. nder the direction of Clark. ' and capable:7112w drawn quite
"Cloud 9" will open the season a bit of attention in the theater
Oct. 14 as the tiro of lour
department .
Hauck Auditorium r;roductions
Clarke said he was pleased
this year
with.the-turnout of 40 who tried
The work of British.,-6-in for the play. He also said he
playwright. Caryl Churchill, had no difficuity finding actors
Cloud' 9 has received- prize- who were-appropriate for the
winning acclaim in London and. small seven member cast •
Paris, as a comical resin% of
"There are the same kinds of
"changing sexual morass." Al talent here as you would find
Cyrus, chair of the Department anywhere," he added, "I'm
of Theater and Dance said
sery happy it's going fine"
-try.-Steve Roper Staff Writer

-40/1//didu/R
t'
SEPT.17-23
i-a -*•
•

S.

". Tryouts :for Kotzwinkle's
Herr Nightingale will be held
Oct. 11 and Cyrus said he is es-reefing this premier production
will generatc• a great deal of
enthusiasm.
, •"He's - -putt to 'bring
something 'real' into the theater
production," ' 'Cyrus said
about Kotzwinkles presence in
the UMaine Ovate, r
Other "Performances this year_
volt inclUdei number of'shows
focusing on women's -societal
•
roles:
Etplorers in "On the Verge' discover 20th c.enturs artifacts
....bile pioneer women in
"Outliers" can - only record
history as thes see it in their
quilts designs.
Following the Feb. 10 running
of "Quitter's" in Hauck
Auditorium. "The Misanthrope,' April 13-16, will bring
Out the farcical side of esessise
truthfulness:
In addition to "Herr
Nightingale" and' "On the
student
Verge,"
other,
directed, plays will be featured
this year at the Pavilion.
•

The Da

.

How come...
• Why is it that no one under
18 may skim through an
"adult" magazine, but anyone
DOlft you hate going to a old enough to turn on a radio
party or other social gathering can listen to Dr. Ruth?
The last thing I need is
and finding a bunch of wouldbe philosophers, deep in lofty 10year old girl coming up t
.diScussion, coon:handing center me and asking if I think
mast Urbation is ok and if I
stage?
doneir.
ever
more
inThe'think MeV are
Why is it that,people al
tellectual(and therefore better)
itist say they climbed four flights
than - -everytiOnty
because they are grappling with stairs toga to the fourth floor
such intense questions as: If when in fact they havc ,onl
(iod4 is all powerful, can He climbed three?
Maybe it just seems like four,
make a rock so hug that even He
Why is it that you never hear
can't lilt it?
• any good music coming from
Who cares?
If these people can't talk the second floor of Lord Hail?
likc to walk by
about work.schooli=1.porti,---lust once
entertainment, or the opposite and, hear someone pounch
sex like the rest of us, they out the "(haute Brown Theme'
the kr.!..boartit..
;;;;c1should at least ;Ica:
Think how much more plealions that are of some relevance
sant and less stressful life wool
to the -world we Live in.
of
Millions phenomena occur be mit h the knowledge of th
every day leasing a bewildered answers to these questions and
public with too many questions thousands more like them firm
Is in our grasp.
and too few answers
I know I would sleep better
For instance: why is it that
whichever line most of us get in-q at night
to, be it at a bank,supermarket. --One last question: 1)oes
or department store, turns out Michael Di COCO,own a pair of'
to be the slowest line, no mat- sneakers? The world may never
know.
ter how few people are in it?
I can't even begin to count the number of times I've gone
into a bank at the head of a
Keith Beans, u twonderinel
small rush and hopped into line **hen the story of the guv hangbehind a person who at it turns use oui of the airplane will show
out is depositing the profits of up as a 'Drama In Real Life"
their sideo business
In Reader'. Digest
Keith Brann
Voluweer Writer
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Pink Floyd in fine
form at Forum

Ike(apitol Betiding prosides an appropriate symbol on the
week 0( the Midi lionitivernar:s of the( ons,titution.

•

S

By David McGowan
Volunteer Writer
'On Saturday night at the
Montreal Forum, Pink Floyd
proved that they were back as a
force in the musk. industry men
without former bassist and
songwriter Roger Waters.
The
three
remaining
members of Pink Floyd. David
- -Gilmour on guitar. Richard
Wright on keyboards. and Nick
Mason on drums, were joined
by six other f7191.14:49114 on stage for the duration of the two and
a half hour show
The first set tconsisted of
songs fromtheir new album,"A
Momentary
Lapse
of
Reason."
Songs such as "Dogs of War"
and "Learning to HY; the first
single off the new album, came
*to life with the help of a large
circular screen behind the stage
showing things that are beyond
Jest ription.
.
The emphasis of the first set
was to sifowcase the musical
talents of the different 1711A4- •
clans. For a band doing their se-.

cond show of a world tour, the)
sotinded great.
. After a short break, Pink
Floyd tookl the stage to play a
set of their classics.
The pant inflatable pig from
the "Animals" tour made its
return above the 12,000 fans at
t he Forum The'songs in his set
ranged from the mellow saxophone in "Us mid Them" to
the angry drums in "Another_ _
Brick in the Wall (Part 11)_7
Other_songs played in this incredible . second set were
"Welcome to the Machine,"
"Comfortably Numb," 'AVisti
You Were Here," "Run Like
Hell," "Shine On You Crazy
Diamond."I "Money," and
"Time."
• The crowd was singing along
with most of!he songs in the se
cond- $et
Mans people told me that
seeing Pink Floyd without
Roger Waters would not be the
.1 was -impressed by . the
musical talent ,of this band. This
. show is easily the best tout of'
the fall, it not the year.
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Singer Tina Turner dicusses career, success
•

NEW,YORK (AP) -- Adecade.ago.
Tina Turner went out on her own. bringMgt° an end her marriage and the raunchy rock act known as the Ike and-Tina
-honer reViiethat hid produced such hits
as "Proud Mary."

ze.

•

iMiss Turner is on a yearlong world
tour that began in Europe to promote
her latest LP, "Break Every Rule."
When the tour ends on April 1. 1988. she
plans to return to acting. She recently
discussed her career in an inters iew with
the Associated_ Press:

it that no one under
skim through an
agazinc. hut anyone
h to turn on a radio
to Dr. Ruth?
thing I need is
girl coming up t
asking if I think
ion is ok and ill ha%

She didn't exactly take the music
world by storm when her solo LP,
"Rough," came out in 1978. But six
years later, Tina Turner made an astounding comeback with "Private Dancer."

Q. When you sing live, do you try to
sound the way you do on your albums'

The album produced numerous hits.
and won three Grammy awards, including song and record of the year for
her first ever No. I single, "What's Love
Got to Do_With

A "I changed my music a bit and made
it more rock 'n' roll. performancewtse.
On the album you don't feel you're
listening to a rock 'n' roll album. The
•
•
show OD*

it that people al
imbed four flights
1t to the fourth floor
fact the% have onl
tree!
(just seems like four,
it that you neser hear
music coming from
floor of Lord Halr
rd.like to walk h%
someone pounding
hark Brown Theme"

The album also made the sultry singer
Q. How do you cope with performing
the goddess of rock. She's a triumph in
.every night?
the comeback world, an independent
47-year-old woman who cr.::
- ,I sometimes have four
A. "In -America
about in spike heels 4nd short skirts and
row.
In Europe, some weeks
a
nights
in
.
captivate teenyboppers as well as their
I did seven"
parents.

ler

••••

confunciton
as Gionsa of
I Cry
4 views
9 Offspring
12 Fn.drink
13 Mountain
nrnPh
14 eyelet,
13 Runs easels

loss much more plea
:ss stressful hie would
he knowledge of the
these questions and
17104-e like them firm grasp.
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Arum, is wondermt
von of the gus hang'the airplane will show
'Drama In Real I ife'

of a world tour, they
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ant inflatable pig from
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myself financially. I've got a mother.
Q. Do you still wear miniskirts and
'sister, and two sons I'm responsible for.
straw-stack wigs on stage?
I was thinking of sustaining myself more
A. "My dresses are short...I never relate than becoming big star."
to them as aunts. No dancer dances in
long clothes. My style over the years has Q. You were in "Tommy" in 1975 and
been basically the same because of my "Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome" in
type of work. Now it's classier. My punk
1985. When did you decide you wanted
hair is an image thing. People expect" to act?
it."
A. "I always wanted to act; it's my allQ. Do you plan your career yourself, or
time dream to act."
_
do you rely on someone else to help you
make decisions?
'Your book "1. Tina," written with
Locier, has just come out in paperA. "It is my plan. It is my dream_ Roger
back. Are you considering writing
(Davies, her manager)is there to help me another book?
Manifest that"
A. "I'll write another book when I have
Q. Did you expect your solo career to time off, in my words_ Int be about how
become the major success it is?
l'se learned to live — health. stamina,
S new way of thinking. I'm less stressful
A."No. I thought about getting with a
now and live a bit more h'armoniouly
record company and trying to secure and life is much easier."
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Coming Events
Students can pick up All Sports Passes
at the Memorial Union Sept. 21 - 25
from 1 - - 8 p.m. These passes will be required for admission to all athletic
events. Please bring I.D.
rolebandoo of the MeenSeuntal of the
U.S. Conatitetiass. 8 p.m., Sept. 2$,
Maine ('enter for the Arts, featuring addresses by Sen. George Mitchell and
former Gov Kenneth Curtis. Also
featured is music by the 195th Army
Band and Maine Army National Guard.
('all 581-1745

Movie: "Lethal Weapon" with Danny Glover and Mel Gibson, Hauck
Auditorium, 6:30, and 9 p.m.
showings—admission.
•
Movie: "Psychic Coklessions".
I... Maine Student Fellowship, Sept. 17,
7:10 p.m., Yankee.

(rincert In the Zorn* Clamber

Or-

chestra. 8 p.m.. Oct. 8, Maine Center

for

the Arts. Admission. 581-1755.
Lecture by eye surgeon Robin Cook.
author of the best seller "Coma" and
Moline Students for Dukakis, this
other books, b P.m., Sept. 29, Hauck
organization will meet Thursday, Sept.
Auditoriurn Quest
24 in the South Lown room in the
581-3745
Memorial Union from 7 - 8 p.m. The
•
Dance wilt; CORNERSTONE. i organization invites students to get involved in this presidential campaign and
Lengyel Gym, Friday, Sept. IS, 9 p.m. to also learn more about the candidate.
Admission.
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80
71
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13
70
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61
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University of Mississipp
Miami At

Author of-best-seller,"Coma" to lecture at
11 a uck Auditorium
Ii

. Eye surgeon Robin Cook, author of the best-selling thriller "Coma," will
lecture Sept.. 29 at the University of. Maine
His talk. at,8 p.m.. in Hauck.zdito'fiium will kick off the student-sponsored
Guest Lecture Series at UMaine Cook's lecture is free and open to the public.
Cook is *Harvard Medical School instructor, surfer, patinter, gourmet cook,
and amateur EgYptologiat.;He launched his career as a'novelist with "The Year
of the Intern," but it wasn't until his second book, "Coma." -hit the stands
that his reputation for writing medial mysteries was established.
"Coma" was'on The New York Times best-seller list for more than six months.
and was later made-into a Movie..
Cook has..othez..itibilmitillitlits&_.__LuOing "Sphinx" and,"Outbreak. ".
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CORRECTION CORNER

A stor in yesterdp's
paper on the Hooters sisit
to campus contained
two errors.
lickets will Cost S9 and
will he on sale at a table in
the Memorial t nion.

In Sept. 9's article
"(Maine art grows." it
should have stated that the
amount of ultrasioiet light.to
which the Dine drawing —
to he hung in the Jenness
hail lohb 1” the first of
will he evposed will
1988
he minimired. t Itrasiolet
lighting will not he installed.
...........,_-...4-...-.........--.
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*Career
have to put m most of the effort.
' -Sen,tot year. ..comes sPoflet. than
students think and(-weer'Planning and
.Pticement can help develop career
goals."
The facilits also works with both
alumni and upcoming freshmen and will
assist all l - Miine Students with job
in tormat
Sewall said the biggest part ot ihen
lob is to concentrate'on the process, not
.
the actual placement
-We facilitate the process," he said
"We don't place anyone "
The Career Planning and Placement

Ii

:office has many other Programs
available to students, including the upcoming "Marne Recruiting Coniornunr
on Dec. 3, in which 16 Other Maine col- '
lege. will join to compete for job
opportunities. '
Sewall said this program. Whidi wilt
be held at the Main Street Holiday Inn
in Bangor, will concentrate heavily on
liberal arts, business, and other nontechnical motors
"We have a irethendout amount of
resources available through our Offire." Sewall said. ”Isut .we can't ann.
.municate mill them if we don't know
who they axe"

Eastern Maine Medical Center
Community Relations Internship
Opportunity to wotk with a professional communications team ill'ilearning- envtronment. A 20-hour per
week internship with attractive stipend starting October 5. Prefer graduate student or, tipper division
or
in - English
with: 'major
undergrad
iaurnalism/broadcasting.

Demonstrated communications skills, such as
k feature
writing, news releases. still- photography.
k public service
announcements. and ability to plan
k and initiate special
(PR) events a plus. Writing k

2samples and/or -portfolio

k

required.

For information on application process, contact the
Community Relations Department, EMMC,945-7741 dnan seli. director of(arrrv Planning and P1
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Student works with L.A. homeless kids
bs Jeanette
, brawn
Staff Writer
What would you do if you were 14
years old and your parents said they- no
longer wanted you to lise with them'
What would you say to a child who
has len his father tie his mother to a
tree and throw baseballs at her and then
made the child bring back the baseballs
so hc could do it _again?
These were only a few stories that
(Aunt Ann Lefebvre, a senior Unisersity of Maine student, heard when she
spent this summer with the homeless
children of Hollywood, California.
efetisre is a sociology major who
wanted to research homeless children.as
a thesis for the UMains Honors
Program.
Lefebvre started by studying the
research alreas done on homeless kids.
Shs said esploration of the topic is
skimpy:
She then worked riser the summer as
a researcher, an cmplosce of- a prostitute
counseling center, and ai a soluntecr
worker for a homeless shelter.
In April, she left school early and
went to a training session in Hollywood
to learn how to conduct interviews with
street children.
'Kathryn P. Grrelkowsks. associate
professor of sociologybeard about the
session on the telesision program rs0
kfinutesbefore Lefebs re had attenskd
Grzelluossks said Mrjoric Robinson.
researcher for the psschtaary department
at (Aye Vic,. Medical Centel.-Salifor
ma, was seeking employees to inters less
homeless children.
Catelkowsky arranged for letebstc to
have a maionts of-her expenses paid for
bs the Honors Program, the Department
ot Sociology, and the president's office.
!class re said once she felt comfortable vot h inters ievong she expanded her
studs, and.her income, by becoming a
Children of the Night worker,
Children of the Night is a privatelyfunded outreach program that counsels
child
Kids are allowed to gas with the program for two weeks but they do not stay
•
oscrnight.
tete-tore spent her free time with
homeless kids in the Teen Canteen, the
local hang-out. She also worked at a
shelter for homeless children
Lefebs re met children ranging from 12
sears to 17 scars of age. She saw what
. appeared to be nen younger child prostitutes at bus stops, but could not get
the children to tell her their real ages, she
tarsi.
Most children lento re met lived in
abandor4d and condemned houses
%Ouch thcs called "s4uats..
ilisis who had been out on the street
for more than tsyo weeks usually belonged—to a gang whicli gave them "protection."
lefiervre said, "If a kid is out on the
greet for more than two weeks, anyone
who tries will have a tough time getting
them OTT it."
She said within two weeks the child
would be 'subjected to rape, thett, and
being constantly beat up bs gang
members •
"If they sursise this, the., start io
adapt to the street. Lefebvre said. "They
either find a gang and get support and
understanding and protection from
other gangs or they find a'pimp or drugthem,
will
use
pus hcr' who
"For a lot of the kids I talked to, livmg on the streets is better than being at
- she addesi..
hone,"

-kid* do not run beeaune the want to. When the run the
are running away from a .ituation that in impotisible for them
to deal with."
I'Maine noeiolog, niajor Laurie Lefelw re

Lefebs re said there were many ways to
prevent this tragedy from occurring
These are her VIVA%
•First, there should be a mandatory
wants to
parettLing class for an
have a child
"Teen mothers and people who have
been abused themselves as children
especiatty /nett-this- type of program,"
she said
•there should be a program-set-up- in
schools which tells children that abuse
is not right.
"Many•of the kids I talked to had been
abused all of their lives and had no idea

that what had happened to them was
abuse," she said.
'More programs of Parents
Anonymous should be seLlup._

,•There-shtftrid be-programs that promote community awareness of homeless
children.
"Kids do not run because they want
to. When they run they are running away
from a mutation eheutis- impossible for
them to deal with," Lefebvre said.
"They always try to find something to
run to."
*Final's. the Foster Care Program

needs to provide training to foster
parents. "Often the foster homes abused
children are placed in have just regular
parents," she said. "The) do not
know how to deal with the problems that
an abused child will bring up. And
counselors arc scarce in foster care."
Also, Lefebrve said there is a great
need for long-term shelters to Work With
kids who have been on the streets for
more than four months.
"It was clear to me that these particular kids needed a place where they
could break riscrstles for a while and -be
understood," she said.
Without prograrris like the above,
some street kids will countinue to be killed or jailed for violent 'crimes_
All of them will experience begging,
stealing, fighting, and a fast-paced .abuse
of alcohol and drugs, Lefebvre said.
And a homeless child has a tough time
getting a job.
"Just try to get a job when you do not
have an address," she said..

"WhenIrealized
it wascosting me over
$70a yearforchecking,
I got Smart
and nowI pay less than half."
SMART CHWKING
"When I it-allied I could save money with
SMART CHECKING I signed up right
away. There ammo per-check charges and
no minimum balance to tie up my cash.
There are no monthly service charges. You
pay only one simple $30 annual fee - and
then forget it."
"SMART CHECKING makes a lot of
sense for me. It pays a market-related
interest rate if my balance is over $1,000
and the first 150 checks were given to meat
no additional cost."
"SMART CHECKING is the kind of
checking account that proves Casco
Northern waists my business."
TO-open your `SMART CHECKINQ
account call 947-0136 or stop in at 21,Main Sneet.,Bartgor — -
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Editorial
Replay rule is a mistake
N

wanted to they could find some type of infraction an
ow that the !National Football League has
althost every play of any game.
•
begun another season._ it's time to take a
Could you imagine watching a game where every play
look at the product fans are watching every,
to be resiewed? This would be ridiculous, hut it is
had
,
it.
esaluate
and
Monday
night
.and
Sunday
just magnifying the present NFL policy.
Something that jumps out right away is the instant
Pro Football is .efinitely not the toughest, sport to
replay rule that will be in effect again this season.
officiate. It doesn't esen put as much pressure on the
officals as some of the other sports do. Take baseball.
• This rulc..is not only an injustice against the players
and game officals.-but from ibis -tan's . point,of yitwot
bete is a sport where one umpire must make between
takes something away from the game.
200 and 250 ball .or strike calls per night. The NEI
doesn't delegate this much authority to any one offical.
Nothing is worse than has ing an exciting pia* occur
Some people argue that One bad call can turn a game
wan
to
have
at 'a crucial moment in a game and then
and make a winner out of a loser. This is true.
around
replay
the
reviews
someone
while
minutes
five to 10
teams accept the referee's decision as part of
great
but
'
over and over again before finally making a decision
the game These same teams wilt overcome had calk
6
Bonne. Especially when over 40 percent of the time • and remain 'sinners.
• the original decision-will be upheld,.
Anyone who watched last week's Chicago Bears-Ness
Cirants game must _have-some type of mixed emoof
all
-tort
reviewing
booth
the
in
guy
this
And just who is
tions about the instant replay rule. -The-effical made a
these replays? No one seems to be able to answer this
bad call and was overruled by the •repay office!. but .
question.
,—
nothing could be changed because the offical on the
Theinstant replay offical doesn't even hese the
field had already blown his whistle and in fact, cost the
benefit of knowing when the game.official blew - his
Bears a touchdown. What good did the replay do
whistle during the play.
anyone on this play?
It's too late- to do anything about the rule this year,
The only argument in favor of the rule seems to be
hopefully during the off season the owners will get
but
eseryone
that it corrects officiating errors. Well as
together and take a long look at it. Hopefully they'll
knows this is not an error free game nor an error free
get rid of it
society. Let the OITtcal Make the call on the spot and
.
game.
the
with
on
get
NFL games today are too long as it is and the instan!
.
replay rule only adds to the length of games. If coaches
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Mike Laberge

Gire back

rrt v

WTOS

Early Saturday morning I receiveda knock-at my doOr. When I answered it,
Woody shoved an official looking piece
of. paper in my face and mumbled
something about selling out
What's this?
• "It's my petition. I want WTOS either
go back TO ITC old format or move out
'of Maine,” he said.
Why, what happened?
"Have you been lisingAn -a caseil
Everybody knows that the infamous
Rock .of Maine is no longer with sis."What did it do. blow up or
something? ' "No. Will ya listen a minute. kVTOS
was minding its own business as a mildmannered, alternative rock station, when
this Allen Anderson guYoune in from
Ness York and bought it. Then. if that
wasn't bad enough, he said something
about the station haying only 4 percent
of the market and about dwindling profits, and changed the format."
, To what, another all-hits, big money
station that plays Madonna, Whitney
Houston and Bon Joys until -you can't
stand it?
"No, it was worse than that. Anderson made it a classic hits station, just like
WEILM did a few years back. How
original."
(ice, that's awful. lirah.. Now, instead.
of hearing the Wicked Good Band and
Bob Marley, we get to hear "Cat's in the
Cradle""American Pie; "Brown -E yed
GM" and "Teach Your Children" plated
to death. 1 havetsbeen that depressed
sosze MER--cliangesi last spring.
Did anybody dcranything about this
'TOS thing?
"litati. Duane Bruce, a righteous dude
who was program director until Anderson came in and ruined things, °rpm,ed a funeral for the station. Ai bunch of
people made a coffin and put a picture
, of Elvin. the Coors Light lady, on.top
of it. Then they walked through the
center of town wearing these black
clothes. They looked like MPAC
members at a peace march."
Did it help?
"What do you think? It was mostly
sentimental. A lot of people were sad
that 'IDS abandoned its cult following
so it could pick up a few more 10- and
40-year-olds along the way. A cou
DJ's even quit."
That's too bad. I know I used to like
the reggae and 0122 that they played I
thought it Was kind of funny to hear
them playing Rolling Stones and Who
I just thought Chris Shea was basing a
bad day.
"Bad day? They turned him into a
robot. He can't talk on the air arty-more.
All he can do is spit out the weather and
the name of the next song."
That's sad. So where's that petition:I'll sign it now.
"Nay.. forget it. I've got a better idea.
I think
turn my canoe into a renegade
rock and roll station and broadcast from
the Stillwater Riser."
Mike['Merge is a ientor-journahsm rnator from Brunswick, Maine whio would
thmw darts at a picture of Allen 4 nderson et he had opt&
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Help save the animals
To the editor:
Thanks. Rich Folger, for your
commentary in the September
15 issue. I would like to tell
readers about cruelty-free
.products.
.CrUelty-free products do not
test then ingredients on animals
and do not contain animal products in them. Therefore, by usthem we are not supporting
the torture of living matures.
Tom's of Maine is one such
line of products Mill Creek and
Nature's Gate are.two others.
For a full list of cogriparties

that do test on animals and a
list of those that do NOT, write
to:
Beauty Without Cruelty
175 W. 12th Street No. 16 G
New York. NY 10011-8275
SwItthint
toothpaste or shampoo is „a '
small sacrifice when you think-,
in terms of the pain and suffer- !•
ing it will end and lives it will
eventually sase.
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Reader takes offense

. Now. instead
pod Band and
I "Cat's in the
"Brown-Eyed
nidren" played
'hat depressed

To the editor:
I'd like to comment on one
sentence in the article "It Could
Happen" (Sept. II).
Leith Bran:: made an &fenSINC remark to make the Indians
feel like they belong. it he's
referring to Marsh Island.
Marsh Island, where UMaine
sits today, was actually owned
by the Indians in the 16th century. John Marsh made an
agreement with Indians to buy
a small lot for his sons.

ing about this

.ighteous dude
r until Anderiings, organizn At hunch of
I put a picture
lady. on.top
I through the
these black
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It was mostly
Dole were sad
cult following
more 30- and
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they played I
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The legal document was actually illegal because John
Marsh.(a white man) wrote in
the doc7Ment much larger
acreage, now the site of
UMaine. The use of, trickery .
"is John- Mirth's IMA to acquire all this land.

Georgia M. Mitchell
417 Chadbourne Hall

Editor's note:
This is the third in a leries of commentaries by distinguished writers
solicited by the Maine Campus In recognition of the 200th anniversars
of the signing of the U S Constitution.

Commentary

Brooks W. Hamilton

Constitution should not be easily changed
the democratic process won't get permanentl
recent history of England is full of examples of the
The most dangerous thing we could do as a nain the document.
engrained
I
because
murder,
away with
tion nght now would be to use this anniversary of party in power getting
isd-ioday--wlso_vsiauld_
are-many-arott
There
:there is not another branch enjoying this equality
the United States Constitution as an excuse to to make of us a parliamen
this;
change
radically
abuses
bring
to
and
and separation to challenge it
change it, in any significant .way. •
democracy like Britain and other western eurotary
out into the open,
I notice in pages of letters to the editor during
pean nations; or to make government "more flexi: 2. The existence of a definite "Bill of Rights,"
to'
calling
are
these anniversary days many people
ble" by giving us ti‘.n.gs like Britain's "Official
as we have grown to characterize the first ten
the chance to "bring it sip to date,- and 10. 0b.
Act," which would be clearly uinconstituSecrets
after
soon
amendments to the original, put in
usually including in a new Constitution some pet
the document now reads; or would even
as
tiOnill
ratification by earlier agreement and as a corn-. )
idea of the writer, but also leaving it open for ,
as England's. so it can be
unwritten,
it
leave
vital
a
out
it has turned
every other advocate of some special interest to get promik aCtually, but as
changed readily "to meet new conditions." as the
one.
in too.
British can, with a stimple legislative act.
I have just lead for the umpteentlitime those 1
There are several respects in wgiich our ConstituNo — spare us such an ability to react quickly
and
tion is a supett document, which_haS proved to .be rights we are granted through the "First Ten,"
the scare of the moment; leave us with our
to
they-never fail to astound me with their profound
remarkably resilient. Three are:
which stands like a strong. Maine granite
system
and
1. The idea of the separation of powers, and the understanding of the need of,the human mind
•
withstanding the winds of fads and fancies
tower,
body for the dignity which can be gained only by
tremendous protection we enjoy from all kinds of
for all time. let's be thankful we have this thing.
possession of those rights.
the
it.
of
abuses because
and let's renew our pledge to preserven.!
As one who has lived a good deal in Great Br3. 1,4st is the very clever method of amendment
To repeat an old saying from the Maine bush;
lain these past years. where- there is ao definite,
provided for right within the document. It was
"if it works, don't fix it'."
written constitution.and where there is no scpara- - made just easy enough so changes may be made
Brooks Hamilton if d Professor Emeritus in the
lion between legislative and executise.powers, I can. when the need iis extreme; hard eniough so every
iff Journalism.
Department
stray frustration with the slowness.or whatever in
readily see the advantage . we enjoy frorn-this. The
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Puppeteer to speak, display work
A well-known Maine artist and puppeteer will be at the University of Maine
Oct. 2 to recount his many years of doing puppet shows from Caribou to
Kittery.
Frank Hamabe will speak about "EU, ts Years of Puppeteering in Maine" at
4 p.m. at the fkxIwell Dining Area.
• Maine Center for the Arts.
Hamabes presentation follows his
donation of a foreign puppet collection
tO the UMaine Hudson Museum. An a-,
hibit of these puppets will run until NON.
29 at the Hudson Museum

"What 1 plan to talk about and
demonstrate are the puppets I used,
especially over a 15-year period of performing across Maine." said Harnabe.
"These am all hand puppets, including
such characters as Rhubarb the Reindeer,
Louie the Lobster, Bobo the Clown. and
a Maine-style Punch and Judy."
Hamabe began doing puppet shows in
the 1930s while in high school. He taught
puppetry for mans year% at l'MaineMachias and the Farnsworth Museum
Rockland. UntiLa few years ago. he Pel
formed puppet shows throughout Maine

at schools, fairs and colleges.
"I presented mainly short, humorous
puppet acts, somcof which I originated,
sshile others acrc adtpfcd f7c:r.
saudesille acts and old standards,"
Hamabe said. "I also tried to localize the
acts as much as possible."
Hamabe also plans to talk about how
puppets were used centuries ago to corn•municate to non-reading.cisillzations.
particularls to relate the actions of great
heroes.
Puppets have served and continue to

College Fair for high school
seniors slated at UMaine
Sept. 28 and 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Sept. 29.
Nearly 800 high school seniors are exof
y
pected to converge on the Universit
Stationed at sanous booths. repmeriMaine k-ampus Sept 28-29 to csplore optatives from participating institutions
portunities in higher education during
will provide general information such as
adrmscrcmc-remnrernents, fintineted std.the 12th Annual College Fan
Traveling from central. eaStern, and
academic programs and cost, and will
tidies- from
answer specific questions, according to
nOrthern -Mame -co
A
.
*atm:m.o.Andre Pelletier. UMaine assistant directy. students. parents. and guidance
tor of admissions.
counselors will have the 'Chance to meet
"We feel the fair is one of the best
with representatives of approximately
ways to help students find out about colWO colleges, universities, and technical
lege opportunities and get first-hand inschools.
formation." he said.
The fair, sponsored by UMaine and
, NE AC AC - sponsors college :fairs
the New England Asada:ion of-College
the
Admissions Counselors(N'EACAC), will -T throughout New England, including
Maine
Southern
of
Y
liniversit
7-9
gsm.
form
House
Field
be held in the

I.

Sat. Sept, 19
6:30 & 9:00 pm.
Hauck Auditorium
$.50 for U.M.
Students w/I.D.
sponsored by the
ilUnion Programming
Board

sent many purposes. Hamabe pointed
out
"Some famous authors and artists,
like Picasso, have worked with and been
inspired by puppets. Some hospitals are
now using puppets to explain operations
to children in a was that helps to cheer
,
them up." he Sal&
.Hamabe also plans to show sonic
unusual puppets from his personal collection, and to note the significance of
the Hudson Museum exhibit, which includes puppets from England. Italy.
-Greece, India, and Indonesia
•

Seminars on energy saving
offered in September
For those wanting to economize through energy savings. the "Home &nem
Retrofit Series" offered during September by the University of Maine Confereqces and Institutes Distsion may help meet that goal.
All three presentations — "General Heat Waste in the Home"- on Sept. 1$.
"Imulautm *id Ventilation for comfort and Energy Savings" on Sept. 22
-29 — will be
and "Heating System Retrofit for Energy Savings" on
Hall
131
Barrows
in
p.m
6-9
from
d
conducte
A retrofit involves the installation of new parts or equipment not asallafhle
at the time of manufacture_
energy auditors, will
Wesley- Williams and William Sargent. licensed Maine
which will cosy,
Home."
the
in
Waste
Heat
"General
for
be the instructors
loss
heat
present
saving energy by tightening buildings to
Savings." which
"Insulation and 'ventilation for Comfort and Energy
for energy
measure
ctive
cost-effe
emphasizes insulation as the second most
Sargent.
and
Williams
by
taught
savings, also will be
coordinated
Michael Caruso, a licensed Maine energy auditor who has
sear, Will be the
past
the
during
systems
heating
to
150 energy retrofits
than 1O
Thc presentaasings"
Energy_S
instructor for "Heating Systems Retrofit for
system
outdated
or
t
inefficien
an
g
upgradin
or
tion will stress that replacing
recovery.
cost
quick
in
result
,an
, 581-4092_
contactConferences and Institutes.
for more information_
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Clare's
Gifts & Games

•
to
•

a unique store
chess sets

cribbage boards
I

Check out the World's Most
Difficult Puzzle

•
•
•

We carry cloves & other imported cigarettes

Downtown Bangor * 945-3880
,..we%testmetmestelate.e••••setetewomi

*iemwomageswinguwaes

.._"

gptierAme Dance
'wilr

Prit

1•7/

Awl .1 !A*, ti•lf

•

orf

%PH,

. We have the largest selection of records,
tapes and compact discs around
and at the best pnces in town'

Dr. Records & Mr. Fixit

—
_

"Meet me at

Cash, Credit Cards Accepted.

are 011101 IMmatirta raft at II pat
MY\

Friday, Sept. 18 - Lengyel Gym, 9 p.m. '
_
$1 for UM students w/I.D.
sponsored by the Union Programming Board
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Constitution Bicentennial Celebration
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Zenith Data Systems
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Open House

Igarettes
-3880
6106/1363131:11‘1113111.11,1

Date: Monday, SeptemVer:210987..,„

2
2

Time: 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
1 Place: FFA Room Memorial Union
p.m.
--L

rd

For more information contact
ISO at 581-2510
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Spring grads fare well in job market

Study SaYlg

birert
,

counselor Sam Gagliardo added. "Durhigher average salaries - up 2.5 percern
fieldbut
ing the last five years, the tendency has
S21.744
to
up
year,
%MCC last
ed !ft percent fewer job offers last year,... been that recruiters are going for liberal
arts students.
r
•
while their starting salaries plummeted
Chuck Edwards of the University of.
almost 7 percent, to S30.816.
Massachusetts agreed timec were tougher
Mechanical engineers received 31 perfor technical students, but said they
cent fewer job offers compared to last
year, and jobs offered to electrical don't necessarily translate into a boom
for liberal arts students.
engineers dropped 35 percent
for
better
being
Technical field grads do fare better, he
up
wound
"The year
liberal arts." said Jim Keene of the said, if they've got some English or
State University of New York-Stony .history classes under their belts.
"There's a slight breeze" towards hirBrook "It was not a_i good for engineering libermi srts graduates, he said "but
ing "
it's not a gale." Liberal arts students
Keene Wiese% mans companies are
degrees
are usually offered "lower end jobs" in
eschewing students with limited
for -"those who can think in general fields such as -letailing and customer
Writ-CC
terms."
I. iberal arts majors are more flouble.
While engineering and science majors
and they're not already stereotyped by
at Slipper. Rock University in Pennemployers."
sylvania were in demand. placement

took a harder look at their hiring needs
before extending offers to graduating
students, she said
Many companies, unstabledue to cOrporate mergers or budget cuts, also
waited before recruiting. she said.
Other companies,visited campuses
early in the .ear but later decided to hire
more people during the 'spring. often
making better salary offers.
The late boom wasn't universal.
The ('PC's survey of its member
schools found technical, engineering,
computer science., and accounting majors suffered a tighter job market than
liberal arts ,grads.
Corporate offers to- 198' humanities
grads jumped b. 29 percent since last
year. with starting salaries rising 5 per
cent to an average S20.256.
Accounting graduates also alloyed

'(CPS- epring, 1987, grads didn't
fare as badly in the job market as the experts had -predicted, the College Placement Council (CPC) reports.
In its annual review of how well
students did in getting jobs, the council
- a nationwide association of campus
placement officers - said a late spring
flum of companies recruiting on campus helped salvage what had been a
"slow" recruiting year at the nation's
campuses.
While companies always visit more
during the spring, said the CPC's Dawn
Gulick. "We were surprised at how it
picked up."
°Wick- said man% companies, particulars those in sluggish industries- such
as oil, were hesitant to kick off aggressive recruiting campaigns earlier in
the academic year Those companies

30 percent of students not helped

"Children- in
WASRTNGTON_ D.0
Need: Investment strategies for the
Educational!. Disadsantaged." a
report issued todas b. the Committee for
Economic Development, confirms st hat
the National Education Association has
found in its own studies during the past
year: the education reform mosement
has large tv. passed the needs of 30 percent ol the nation's public school
students, and the movement must
refocus to include these dtsadsantaged
voun sten if reform is to produce the
.
•
_
ults.
t Mar. Hatwood Futrell
first %sate of reform focused
sa ,
on -toughening standirds and

thoie who were alreads experienCing difficulties in schooling is to doom educa•
nonal reform to failure_
"The report also affirms NE A's long.
held belief that it's critical to intervene
earls in order to put at-risk.yolinassera
on the right path to educational success," Futrell added, pointing to existing programs in various parts of the
vountrs that turnolit. the Stliiels of the
earls intervention approach
"The('ED report reaffirms the important point that education for all children
is not an expense. but rather an inves.
ment." Futrell continued "The report
shows a clear reiegisition on the part of
business leaders that full achiesement or

requirements for high school graduation:
The second wave has centered on the
qualits of teaching. We believe CEO is
on target in calling for the nation to embark on a third wave of reform that irises
the highest priont to early and sustain
4ad intersention in the lives of disadsantaged chtldren."_
The CED report calls for a three-part
insestmerit sir-alms: earl. efforts (from
birth to age five) to prevent failure later.
restructuring of the schools, and retention and re-entry programs for dropouts
and those at risk of dropping out.
Like the NEA. said Futrell. the CE I)
report recognizes that tougher standards
without increasing assistance to

our national economic and social goalsdirect!. correlates to our ability to
educate all youth - including the more
than one-third of our school-age .oung
who are educationally at nsk."
The NEA. Futrell said,. fully agrees
V;iiii---CED that "failure to'educate all
youth is truly the greater cost to society" and that "ans plan for major improvements in the deselopment and
education of disadvantaged children that
does not recognize the need for --additional resources is doomed to failure"
-The latter point is one "wee been
striving to get across to the current Adszonistration frol'he outset," the
NI- A president added

Welcome UMaine Students
from
Dance Club

CALIFORNIA CONCEPTS
Visit mit Exercise & Tanning Salon at
29 Water St., Old Town
r2!l cl97_7911 lesr special student rates.

6 Central St. Downtown Bangor

_,---g,-.
- ,'1--,,.--- y
,

this weekend

BACK TO SCHOOL BASH*
PAID
1.1UU1 worth of prizes to give away: 2 color
TV's, a stereo, and dozens of other prizes!
.FridarSetttrdey 143-yre-e44-8;
8-4 a.m.
84 p.m. happy hour-reduced Cover
$3 instead of tc
Sunday-15 yrs old & up
6:30-11:30 p.m.

+owls t
N efid e d
Immediately
Monday and Tuesday
6:30 - 9:00 P.M.
Please call 581-1760
or
Come to the IDB office
third floor. Memorial Union
for more information

Hear a variety of music-best of

60's, 70's, & 80's!
Dress Code : Live DJ

S.

on cover with your UMaine
student 11)11

OPEN

Qualified
At

See the most exciting light show
with the biggest dance floor in town!

(Save

POSITION

IDB

U Maine Student Government
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-Black Bears favored going into URI game
by Dave Greely
Sports Writer
This weekend the University of Maine
Stacillears find themselves in an unfamiliar position
Ranked sixth in the country in Ihsi
'.ion IAA, L'Maine will be the favorite
when they head south to take on the
Untwist')'of R htitle Island. After shocking the UniversitY of
Massachusetts last, weekend. the Black
Hears TT14) base finalIearned

some

(293.5 yards per game), twelth in scoring 06.5 pts. per game) and thirteenth
in total-offense (445 yards per game)
• Three Black Bears rank near the top
of Division 1-AA indisidual categories.
Quarterback Mike Buck is the fourth
rated passer in the country. wide receiver
Sergio Hcbra is second in the country
with 16 reception!, and 246 yards and
freshman defensive hack lama, William"son is tied for eighth with one interception per game.
Hcbra, who caught Id passes for lig
"yards against .UMass; is on the serge of
breaking three 's:hocil records. He needs
one reception. 99 yards and two
touctxiowns to set career records in those

respect. In the past, the Blackikears hase
hotcontinually been ranked tosirards
torn of the Yankee Conference
season
categories.
This year was no different as ti
The Black Bear offense Should only
coaches picked them to finish seventh in
better this Meeck_ai tailback'. Doug
the eight team',league. 0Mass was the
is expected to return to aetibm
ranked
one
team
The
pre-season, No.l.
after'-tnisstng the UMass gameikifh'r
behind UNIaine! URI.
But after upsetting the Uniscrsity—or— -shOuidèc injur-y. • Defenssely. the Black Bears received
Iklassare, ranked second in the Ye in
-the
on
are
,..blow lasf weekend when defensive
also
pre-season. the Rams
tackle and có-captain Stew Violette was
upswing.
lost for the seasonn with a knee injury.
UMaine head(oach Tim Murphy exMurphs said the loss of Violettes
pects another tough game for the Black
leadership could hurt the young defense.
Bears.
Despite inexperience and injuries. the
"Before the season started. I said that
Black Bear defense has played well so
Rhode Island would be the most improvfar. Murphy cited linebacker Nick Pened team in the conference and it sure
na and safety Rob Sterling for solidifylooks that way." Murphy said
ing the defense. Noseguard Mark Lewis The 1•Maine football team is seeded sixth in the countrs and will be taking on
Murphy needn't look any further than
and Williamson have also impresSe4. the L nisersits of Rhode Island saturdas in an 'slits game. 1 RI %as ranked behind
his own Black Bears to find another im_
fifth
are
Bears
Black
The
Ulklaine in the pre-season but has also surprised the disision hs. upsetting the I raverteam
prosed
isee BALI. page IS)
in Disision I NA in passing offense
*,of Delassare.
I Baer photo)
-

Maine Homecoming 1987
1987 Homecoming Queen
now
are
applications
available at the Student Activities Office in the
Memorial Union. Deadline
for applications is Friday,
September 25, at 4:00 p.m. in
the Student Activities Office;

VARIN
) A
ft

A Mexican

Restaurant

Watering Hole

Downstairs
- Open at &WPM
4.

Thursday - Coors & Coors Lite
.504 Glass
Draft
$2.95 Pitcher
Friday - Fuzzy Navels
Sponsored by the Senior Skull Society
iment

,

$1.50

Saturday - Long Island
Ice Teas $1.75

_
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Black Bears face 3

by YohnHolyoke
Staff Writat -

junior 13anni Cooper.
On the atck.'
and- -iophornore jinni - Brown are the
leading returning scorers. with senior
Michelle‘'anSasage, and freshman The University of Maifichthoskev
Melissa lower also mg for a starting.
team has a big weekend ahead as the
spot.
botheas,
overcome
to
look
Black Bears
• • In goal. sophomore Val Beaman
ly season problems and three tough
returns, after taking oser the starting
opponents.
position midway through last season.
"Val is a superb leader who will orRUM. ;
chestrate our defensive circle play,"
Faitng said. "She is poised and inThe Stock Bears open up against Kent
State University Friday evening in
telligent and should mature into one of t••..
Worcester. Mass.. move on to Holy Cross
the leagues7Ctronger goalies._"
College to play the Crusaders on SaturHoly C'ross (Mtge- is an,up-andday and finish up against Boston 1.:PIM
coming program which'has knockedoff-----couSunday at BL.
several big name schools initta*st
-,
The lady Flashes of Kent State arc a
ibk years
young team,,but -they have no shortage
"They're a much improved team thAtof talent as last season Kent State sent
has challanged several schools and could
two of the five players named to the
give us 71 battle," Vsaterhouse .said.
Mid-American Conference all Reakki .
The final contest of the weekend could
be the toughest. as Maine takes on
squad.
.
444wrnerrutrhenlitte ItMitinate*V1:111,-Astiwerhouse Boston P. in Boston.
Tepriavc_Avin.again field a tough
chins the .Larly___FLishes earls ;in
season
team as Boston University attempts to
As•ordintflarz Press release frPm kept - return to the NC:AA Final Four. which
State head coach Kns Ewing. "The 1987
it .last participated in during the 1985
Season
squad is young but the squad has some
underclassmen *tin outstanding talent. —Commitment. conditioning, and
coinraderic were the ingredients that
-tr-will take us some time to mesh, bar
look for this season to be pooduemade- us *inners in 1985." BC coach
use.- • -Sally Starr said. "Those attributes- must
Kent State is kd'on defense by senior
return for us to be successful again this
fall
'Tracy_ Sherksnas. sophomore Lori
The Terrier'S top returning scorer IsSchneider. and freshmen Lauren Myers,
Stephanie Paskel. Denise Simpson. and
Alison Cana siho has been labeled as,
Angie Textor. •
t. -"a truly explosise player."
In the midfield. junior Kristen Yoder .
Other potent members of the Boston
will quarterback the Lady flash offense —
:University attack are sophomores
Natalie Beckerman and Sally Maxwell
with support from sophomore Amy HotI hi field hockis tram face. lough competition this vorriend in I hrrr 45 as games
Byrne
and
Kerry
Junior K.(-. Flint. Others to watch
and
freshmen
and
tke
around %rob 1 egland
lesson photo,
Michelle Byers
are Laurie Blanchard. Tamara Klein. and
Ikborah Sheerin
At. Midfield seniors 1,110.1 (Irennan
and Kim Pond and sophomore Deborah
Milhauer head up the transition aspect
of the Terrier.% game
On defense Laura Le0off. Shells
Rabin and Jeanne Miller lead a defense
Starr describes as both veteran and
stingy
In net. Pam Mudway will return, after
posting a sparkling 1.02 goals against
average.
"Pam rose to the challenge of replacing a veteran goalie It gives a good indication of the team's future,' -Starr

* R. Kevin Dietrich
Sports_ Writer

5
!

Spike c

"Were in a 'must do weir caua"Weve been struggling to-get a starwill work,"
l•Mame coach len.Waterhouse• ting 'lineup that
said "I'm .sery positive, but its a 'must Waterhouse said. "It's a niat ter'.a!Irv-do well weekend "
ing people.'
Maine comec into the weekend conWaterhouse believe', the key to the
tests with a 1;2 mark. hiving dropped-a Black Bears' success rests With -the
3-2 decision in overtime JO Toledo upperclassmen.
University last-Sators
think our success will he m the
seniors who have the needed leadership
to get the most out of thea team -

,.J,on.'

The University of'Maui
an overtime-jinx which ha,
extra stanza games as t hes.
in Waters tile Wednesday.
UMaine ended a skein
minutes without a goal wl
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Senior Council 1988

ATTENTION SENIORS.

said.
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Senior Council Petitions can bpicke_chiptin: —
the Student-_GavernMerat Otticer-or4-4hew.-3Alr
,_ .
floor in the Union on the 16thr_17t4, 18th_and-•
21st of September. Petitions must be returned
by 1 p.m. Monday the 21st.
ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD DOWNSTAIRS IN
THE UNION ON TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 22nd
FROM 11 - 3.
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- Spike continues scoring blitz ,in overtime win

,

by Yohn'Holyoke
Staff Writer -
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The University of Maine soccer team did away with
' an Overtinielinx which had plagued it in Iwo previous' extra stanza games as they topped Thomas College 1-0
in Waterville Wednesday.
.
UMairie ended a skein of more than -43 overtime
minutes without a goal when high-scoring junior forward Ben Spike tallied the game-winner off a Scott
Atherley assist in the first GT.
"I was just in the right place at the right time.
Spike said.
"Scott squeaked it through and the goalie was unprotected. I basically found the ball on my foot and
put it in "
Spike continued a torrid -scoring streak in which he
has scored six goals and,assisted on iiiiother to help
Maine compile a 2-I-1 record.
With his game-winning goal Spike moved closer to
the all-time UMaine record for goals scored in a career.

•
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cots.
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"I had no comprehension of what was going on,"
,
which is 24. Spike has XI in slight'. more than two
he said. -I saw that the clock said less than 10 seconds,
years.
• If-the record-breaking goal comes this year Spike will- the ball rime tO my foot, and 1 put it into the goal
"Some of the guys said that it was off my foot, but
also break the present record of 10 goals scored in a
not over the line. before the horn went off."
season.
"(Spike) has a knack for knowing where to be,"
Dyer said his team's defensive play was strong.
Maine coach Jim Dyer said. "He anticipates well." • limiting Thomas's scoring chances.
At her ley's assist was his second of the season, to go _ "They had one good chance, but Todd Brennan
made a good save," laver said. •
with one goal.
"we don't have a tremendously high scoring team.
"He works very hard to get the ball to Ben.,--..Dyer
dedefensively."
le to play
bitttyweet'sstaibee
d onneabkey
said.
ptla
he
Y defensevicil
vethi '
Play of
The Bears had previously lost to national power
Rutgers and tied Boston College in overtime games, senior Leon Pierce, who usually starts as a Midfielder.
but Dyer jokingly said there is a positive side to the but was moved to sweeper back when Mike Roy was
injured.
'Bears' recent rash of OT games.
"Leon did a great job." Dyer said.
"This has helped our fitness level, if nothing
Sophomore Brennan made two saves in goal, while
else." lie said.
Maine almost beat Thomas in regulation. is Spike's Thomas's standout goalie Doug Long turned aside
bid for slam-second goal was ruled to have crossed 'seven Maine'shots.
Spike said that most of the game- was played in
Abe goal line after the horn sounded to end play.
Spike said he isn't sure if the ball beat-the horn.or Thomas' end. "We dominated, shotwite and in controlling_ the ball," he said.
not.

Ohio wants to-pUnish agents for
ruthless and disreputable recruiting
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'soccer plasers and coaches watch intentls as the team practices durum tbe week.
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illiamson has six pass break-ups to go.
along with his two interceptions.
. The defense will have to be at its-blest
once again to stop URI's offense.• The
big gun •is two-time all-American tight
end Rrianforster. Forster, the holder of
ten NCAA receiving records, caught
three touchdown passes last week.
Forster's reputation as a superstar is.
equaled only by his reputation as someone who likes to taunt his opponents.
When told of this, Sterling, the man
who will cover Forster most ofthe othernoon, just shrugged his shoulders and
said, "That's all right."
The man getting the ball to Forster
will be sophomore quarterback Paul
Ghilani who along with Buck. was named ECAC Co-Offensive Player of the
Week. Ghilani ammieted 14 of 23 passes
193 yards and three touchdowns.
1JMain tTRI, and Richmond are all
tied for first place in the-sonference with
1-0 records. After Saturday. at least one
of the three will drop from the ranks of
the unbeaten
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937
ilestsdlers
The ti.g. Gategeninent Printing
'Office has put together a new
catalog of the Government's
beatarlhng books. Find out what
Government books are all about
Send for your tree eataing
-

New Catalog
Post Office Box 37000
Washington, DC. 20013

COI ITM-RM-011(CPS) — Retaliating tor the loss cif All-America4 receiver
Chris Carter to his beloved Ohio State University football team, statelegislatOr
John P. Slouch has introduced a bill that would punish sports agents for
getting college athletes in trouble.
"The player is punishea,the coach is punished, the school is punished, but
the agent responsible is not." said Stozich.
_Carter —i,s well as players from three other schools —allegedly took mones
from sports agent's Norby Walters and Lloyd Bloom, apparently for letting
, the _agentsrepteserit them_ when the player%-event tail y leave college and turt
professional.
When allcgationS that Walters and Bloorwpaid them —•a move that siolates
:National Collegiate Atheltic Association (NCAA) rules for maintaining
sindents' amateur status — arose, the schools-suspended the athletes from
tort her-collegiate competition.
Many football coaches subsequently have banned all or most agents from
their practice fields,--In Ohio. Stons:h introduce -what would be the nation's toughest law restric. ting the agents' activities and setting stringent penalties for "ruthless sincl
disreputable" recruiters._

What does your family have
in common -with
Dr. Albert Schweitzer?

_

A lot — if yours is the kind of family that enroys the fellowship of free minds; people
from richly diverse backgrounds; people who respect each other and themselves. Aiot —
if your family feels that social justice and equality aren't just words, but requite'aetiiii A
lot — if you believe that what you think and feel, what you meditate and Pray for, can be
acted on daily
Today, the faith of Susan /I Anthony. Alexander Graham Kell, Whitney Young. Joseph
Pnevtley and Ralph Waldo Emerson is practiced by congregations across the cdnunent by
all kinds of families. Maybe it's something you'd lake to explore
'Mink about it. If you would lake to visit a Unstanan Universalist congregation this week,
welcome!
BANGOR UNITARIAN CHURCH
—
Union at Main -- 942-6503 .
Sunday Senice and Youth Church School 1100 a.m. •
Adult Discussion Group 930 a.m.
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hc employees, members Of
A( Sl:M. the
union
the
1ssociated( oh is.lerical, office,
labotatory, and technical) Staff
of the Unisersity tit Mame. hasc
gone -63'days without signing
their contracts in protest ot the
.cstern's refusal to change its
lob classification schedule
*hick the union s.iyS is outand sesist
ACSLAIN _duel negotiator,
Mary Skaggs. said the group
:hose to gather outside the
Arts (.'ctitees benefit corner' b!,
1 conts rye l'isce in hopes ot es.
posing their cause to influential
people in the comunits.,
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Items available only in the following Zayre store:
Bangor - 615 Broadway
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I he chatr of the state
Iegislature.s Education Cop mince joined more than 50 people gathered in front of the
Maine Center - for the, Arts
Saturday night It) support
roughly 700 Lniscrsity of
Maine System employees still
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According to Steve I- _secretary of the Liislainf (..!
club. the organization Omit

opportunity for students inte
in the sport to train and

together.
"Ode formed unofficial),
: fall," Hand said. "We saw
of people nding. and went to
races together."
Now the club is res.-ognize
- cheb sport. and . has it I

